SARATOGA TO THE SEA

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY TO THE SEA...
The Saratoga to the Skyline Trail is a 9.6-mile long trail that unites the City of Saratoga’s Quarry Park with Santa Clara County’s Sanborn County Park and offers access for longer hikes to the Pacific Ocean.

The trail begins at the base of Quarry Park, meandering upwards through Saratoga to reach a height of 1,500 feet above sea level. As you crest this initial peak, stay aware of your surroundings while you briefly share a quiet road with vehicular traffic to enter Sanborn. The final 6-mile trek continues through Sanborn Park to Skyline Boulevard, then north on the Skyline Trail to reach a spectacular 3,000 feet above sea level - make sure you take in the view!

Hikers who are prepared to spend several days on the trail can cross Skyline Boulevard to find California State Park’s Skyline-to-the-Sea Trail, which continues for an additional 31 miles and ends at the edge of the Pacific Ocean. Camping is offered at Sanborn County Park, Castle Rock State Park, and Big Basin Redwood State Park to make this multi-day journey possible.

You will pass through multiple jurisdictions on your way to the sea, so please be aware of each park’s rules and guidelines, some of which are listed below:

**Saratoga to the Skyline Trail**
- Horses Allowed
- Leashed Dogs Allowed
- No Bikes

**Skyline-to-the-Sea Trail**
- Horses NOT allowed in Trail Camps
- No Dogs
- No Bikes

You can also find enlarged views of the trail on the map included in the document.